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56in - 80in Teleglow Series TV LCD Backlight (RGB Multi-Color)

814843026451
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110-Volt, 110-120 Volt LED Systems

Teleglow RGB LED TV Backlighting Kits, LED TV
Backlighting Kits

1 year
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Race Sport Lighting's Teleglow TV back lighting kit brings a
total range of colors to your space for maximum impact.
Teleglow is not just for aesthetics, the Teleglow kit actually
improves your TV watching experience. The additional
illumination prevents eye strain and forces your TV to be the
center of attention making your TV appear to have richer
and more vivid colors. Our Teleglow lighting kit allows you
to easily add LED accent lighting for decoration and fun;
jazz up your entertainment room, game room or living
room!. Our unique pod style RGB lights require no additional
fitting, elbow or connectors and simply snip off what you
don’t need. Simple self-adhesive pods adhere to the back
of the TV or wall, the pods also have mounting tabs for
more advance mounting options. We offer Two size lengths
9ft for 32-55” and 15ft for 56-80” that will cover the back of
the TV completely - not just a section. The result is an even
background lighting all around the TV with no dark spots for
a professional look. This kit is complete with everything you
will need all in one box. Our pods are bonded with ultra-high
adhesive tape, guaranteed to stay in place and not to come
loose. Also the include wireless RF Remote Control allows
you to change the color to match your mood anywhere.
Please choose the right kit for the size of your TV.
• 1 Year Warranty
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Race Sport Lighting
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Prop 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals, which are
known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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